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When our beloved Amanda Beatrice Rose died, we were devastated, and have since come to understand that some part of us will never
completely “recover”. Yet, from the earliest days, our Lord’s mercy was evident in numerous graces and divine interventions. We believe
our story will encourage your faith and prepare you for any tragedies which may befall you. God’s promise is eternal life made possible by
His sacrifice at Calvary; our promise is that the hope of His promise remains, even in a shattered life.
-Michael, Nancy and Declan Gray

Lecture 1 (February 29, 2019)
We introduce you to Amanda: The story of her suffering and her illness, how we turned to God and how He responded. We detail Amanda’s
“miraculous” remission of symptoms, which led us to a renewed, more personal view of the Communion of Saints, and their role in God’s
promise of redemption and eternal life.
Lecture 2 (April 5, 2019)
This discussion is on the life of Amanda Beatrice Rose Gray; her final weeks, and the numerous divine interventions since her passing. We
were offered a grace — and invitation to turn to God— in the immediate moment of Amanda’s death. Our “Fiat”, our “yes” to His will, was
rewarded with consolations again and again. We believe – and have ample proof – that Amanda is heaven, an “unsung” saint.
Speaker:
Michael and Nancy are the grateful parents of Amanda and Declan (23). When Amanda died in 2018, they began to advocate for better solutions for the
mentally ill and the opioid crisis, the convergence of which was the cause of her death. As such, Michael has become a frequent public speaker. Believing
that all such work is only meaningful in the extent to which it glorifies God, the Grays are eager to share the faith part of their journey. In particular, the
grace they received to understand the Communion of Saints, now that their beloved daughter has moved to her eternal place within this community.
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In this week’s National Catholic Register, a blog by Steven Greydanus recounts a scene from the movie Rabbit
Hole, starring Nicole Kidman and Aaron Eckhart:
“’God had to take her,’ says a grieving father at a bereavement support group. ‘He needed another angel. He
needed another angel.’”
“Now, I would be very reluctant to take issue with a thought or sentiment that a person in grief found helpful,
says Mr. Greydanus, “But I couldn’t imagine saying something like this to a person in grief — and I can well
understand the waspish response from Kidman’s character, also grieving a child:”
‘Why didn’t he just make one? Another angel. I mean, he’s God, after all. Why didn’t he just make another
angel?’
Good evening and thank you for joining us. My name is Michael Gray, and I’m joined by Nancy, my wife of 31
years, our loving and devoted son Declan and, as always when I’m in the proximity of The Sacrament, our loving
daughter Amanda, who passed-away from Fentanyl poisoning last year. By “Fentanyl poisoning”, we mean to
say that Amanda is one of the latent victims of the so-called, and totally mischaracterized, “Opioid Crisis”. Please
see our website at www.actus.org for a cogent explanation of the Opioid Crisis, the advocacy we’re doing to get
the truth out, as well as our view of the broken-down behavioral health system in America.
So, what do we make of the dialogue I repeated from Rabbit Hole a few moments ago? Well, setting aside the
screenplay’s confusion about what an angel is (which I’ll discuss in a moment), this dialogue is the opening to a
blog post, by Mr. Greydanus, where he jumps into the complex area of theodicy, an area of thought which
attempts the vindication of divine goodness and providence in view of the existence of evil. What perfect timing
that he published something so neatly quotable for my talk this evening!
I won’t attempt, in two 30-minutes talks, to bring any novel thought to the field of theodicy, but the title of our
talk would seem to demand that we offer some perspective on what we mean by good, evil, and, ultimately,
“God bringing good from evil”.
Suffice it to say that we ascribe to the Augustinian view in this area, which is that all evil – moral and natural –
has its roots in The Fall. So, the evil perpetrated upon my daughter and her surviving, suffering family, is part of
the ravages of sin. “But was she so sinful?”, you might ask. Well, of course not. But, as Venerable Gallo’s nephew
Bill said to me days after Amanda’s death, “the mentally-ill suffer a disease they didn’t create for sin they didn’t
commit.
Evil and good, all within God’s providence, are guided by the principle that “we’re all in it together”. At the
surface, it seems unfair that we can suffer for sin we didn’t commit, and I’m sure that each and every one of you
has examples. However, don’t we all benefit from prayer we didn’t pray; for suffering we didn’t endure? Isn’t
this the basis of praying for others and accepting redemptive suffering, also for others? We make these prayers
all the time, even for those in Purgatory, whose very transition to their eternal reward is, by definition, in the
hands of others – us here in the Church Militant, and the saints in the Church Triumphant.
The “good” God brings from this is a combination of His love and His Grace given in consolation, and a balance
within his divine providence which, according to The English mystic Julian of Norwich, we’ll come to understand
once we arrive in heaven. This is the view of theodicy we’ve learned in the past year. Let me explain how.
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We stand before you this evening as simple pilgrims on a faith journey. Intermittently succeeding, and failing, to
respond to God’s call to sainthood, as all of us are. We ask only the humility to do all we do for the Kingdom of
God. We have no special training or education; no special gifts or sophisticated arguments to share. We only
bring to you our humility before the Almighty, and our humble promise that His promises are true. We know this
based upon our experience of the past year. A year where we were asked to say “fiat secundum verbum”, “let it
be done according to your word” (cf. Luke 1:38). We were asked to say that about losing one of the two most
precious things in our lives.
We weren’t exactly asked in advance of course, but so it was for the Virgin Mary as well. Let me explain. Luke’s
first chapter (Luke 1:38) details Mary’s first “fiat” which came with foreknowledge and acceptance. This, of
course, was the birth of her son, who was to be called the Son of God (cf. Luke 1:35). She consented with her
fabulous Magnificat. We know, however, that Mary’s most difficult and heart-wrenching “fiat” was the one she
didn’t give prior assent to: the death of her son, as so hauntingly captured by Michelangelo in The Pieta. In fact,
one of the many graces I’ll detail tonight, and next week, centers on a sudden and profound understanding of
The Pieta, and the concept it invites us to mediation on – trust.
Like the opening line of the theme song from the film Love Story, I ask myself, “where do I begin, to tell the story
of how great” God’s love is; how great His mercy; how great and desirable is His Kingdom? I think we should
begin at the heartbreaking center: The death of Amanda – the immediate days before and after, and how we
were given a grace to know to turn to God. Our immediate recourse to Him was not of our doing, of this we’re
convinced. It was grace. But maybe, just maybe, our lifelong dedication to His precepts was the foundational
“fiat” that warranted the grace to say “fiat secundum verbum” when it really counted. Much like the Virgin, our
earlier fiat, or fiats, set us up to turn to Him in our hour of greatest need.
In any case, we did turn to Him instinctually. And that Fiat opened the door to a torrent of His love, in the form
of the beautiful, loving people who came into our lives, and continue to do so. Along with His love has been His
grace, coming as it has in the form of so many signs of wonder, including one which we privately call a miracle.
So, I will thus begin at the tragic death of Amanda and explain how He lifted us up at that very moment. We
know we remain in His embrace as long as we ask to. We certainly have no intention of letting go any time soon.
This evening, we’ll share the story of Amanda’s death and the immediate graces which followed. We’ll expand
the story next week to include Amanda’s earlier life, her lifelong illness, the 13 months of God’s love and
protection we’ve experienced since, and all the saints who’ve played a part.
Why we were given, and continue to receive, so many graces, is not for us to say. What we do know however, is
that we must share the Good News with all who’ll listen. I recently heard a Christian man detailing a near-death
experience. He said of his experience, that while in Heaven, he came to understand that all our good works –
“run all the soup kitchens you want”, he said – only matter if done for the Glory of God. Whatever is done not
specifically for Glory of God doesn’t even exist in heaven. I think we’d all agree with this observation, but this
seemed, to me, much more emphatic even than the treasure in heaven vs. treasure on earth comment by our
Lord in Matthew 6:19.
He was making the point that good works not done for God’s glory, literally do not exist in His sight. The speaker
wasn’t a Catholic theologian, so it’s merely anecdotal that I repeat it, but it relates to the main reason why we’re
here tonight. This lecture is the living out of a prayer for humility. All we do, we do for the Glory of God; we pray
to know what that is, so that we can continue to die to self for the sake of the Kingdom (cf. Mt. 16:25)
With that I begin, in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit…Amen
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Amanda is a female gerundive, meaning "deserving to be loved," or "worthy of love," or "loved very much by
everyone. The gerundive in Latin denotes an adjective that should or even must be done.
I have two stories to tell: one about 10 years ago, and one last year. I begin with the story of Al Burke’s class. I
start with this story because it captures so much of our beloved Amanda. When she was 13 years old, a class
was being offered by a St. Mary’s parishioner, Al Burke, who was a professor of Theology at Hofstra University.
The subject was the person and ministry of John the Baptist. For Amanda reasons I’d be at pains to understand,
she decided she’d attend this class with me. I was already quite the youthful figure of the crowd at 40 years old,
so you can imagine the looks on the older faces when Amanda walked in. In the very first lecture, a spirited
debate ensued about baptism, and John’s baptism in Elizabeth’s womb. The conversation continued with
whether the Blessed Virgin was baptized; when and how, and whether she, as the Theotokos or God-Bearer,
actually required baptism. Even our pastor Monsignor McCann was in on the conversation. As the debate
continued, 13-year-old Amanda said to Monsignor: “Hey Monsignor, don’t we celebrate the Immaculate
Conception because Mary was conceived without sin?
“Yes”, was his reply. She continued, “so, if baptism is about original sin, but she was conceived without sin, she
had no need of baptism.” His response was classic. He looked at her pleasantly, said she made a good point, and
left to take care of other parish affairs. I was beaming with pride: my daughter just closed out a perfect syllogism
about the theology of our Blessed Mother! Alas, the following Sunday, there was a worse than usual brawl
getting her up and out to Mass. Amanda was always bright and, in some ways quite close to Christ, but getting
her to Mass and Confession was always a battle. OK, so that contradiction was Amanda.
The story of my baby’s tragic death is simple: She was acutely ill and, in the attempt to reduce the suffering, she
made a mistake and was killed. We are not here to dwell on such sadness. No, instead let’s take a moment to
see God’s love for us within this horrific tragedy. I am here, in the midst of the worst thing that has ever
happened to me, to tell you that God exists, and that as our Father Benedict XVI so aptly said, Deus Caritas est,
God is Love! I know this because in the process of expressing His will that my beautiful daughter, who gave so
much joy and fulfillment, needed to be taken from us so tragically early, he has shown me the love which is his
essence.
It’s really a second story I’m here to tell, however. This one is a story of God’s love and God’s mercy, of faith and,
above all, hope.
Since the shocking and unavoidable revelation of Amanda’s illness at Jamaica Hospital on December 30, 2015,
our family had spent two years in a vortex of deepening mental illness. So many had commented on her
incredible capacity to love, and the light that shone from her. It was described to us all week at the wake and
funeral. What none of those people knew however, was the depth of her despair and suffering. Borderline
Personality Disorder is a vicious disease and the victim is, in my opinion, a species of martyr for all our sins. She
suffers, and her family suffers. What made the light so many felt from Amanda so much more amazing was the
fact that she let it radiate to all, while she was suffering unspeakable horrors of her own mind. Is this not her
own form of fiat? To know her illness so well, to be so conscious of it, and its effects, and yet heroically remain
loving and self-sacrificing?
Her disorder came to a head in October of 2018 while Amanda was living away, and we had little knowledge of,
or influence on her lifestyle. Having grown completely exasperated with our inability to help, we demanded she
enter a residential psychiatric facility, or we would cut-off all support. At this time, she had withdrawn all
communication. Her disease made her angry with us to the point of apparent hatred, and she didn’t hesitate to
blame the disease on us.
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In early November the ultimatum was laid, and she acquiesced to a 30-day residential, intensive therapy
program at Silver Hill Hospital. On November 3rd, Nancy transported Amanda to SHH to begin her stay and we
wrote the $42,000 check (no, there is no insurance coverage for residential psychiatric treatment). Speaking
from her illness, Amanda said she was going to stay, but dismiss the treatments so she could enjoy wasting our
money. I knew it was the illness talking, but I’d heard enough. I told Nancy on a given Saturday evening that I’d
had enough; that the $40,000 was the last of my obligation, and that I never wanted to hear about Amanda
again.
Nancy was shocked: in 30 years of marriage we’d fought all the windmills together. How, she thought, can I
handle this burden alone. I had a moment of weakness; I was at my low; Amanda was at her low; Nancy was
terrified. This was my right to choose, my free will. God would ask me to rethink that decision however and, if
my faith could handle it, he would show merciful things he had ready for me which “eye has not seen, and ear
has not heard.” (cf. 1 Cor 2:9)
Before I progress the story, I need to set up two conditions: First, even in my anger I continued to pray for my
beloved daughter. I had begun a prayer devotion to Venerable Anthony Vincent Gallo whose portrait is in the
transept of our parish of St. Mary’s. I had seen and read the pamphlets for his sainthood cause for years. He was
a young man who suffered terribly. As the prayer goes, he was given “the gift of a burning love for suffering and
immolation”. It seemed fitting, so I began to pray for a healing for Amanda under the auspice of Fr. Gallo’s cause
on November 8, 2018. On the Saturday evening in question, I had been several days into the prayer devotion.
The other condition to mention is that I myself suffer from some form of anxiety which is akin to Amanda’s
borderline, although not acute. When I was a bit younger than Amanda, my life was heading in a wrong
direction. In my hours of suffering, I’d found a scripture passage which helped me cope. It was the 130th Psalm the 129th Psalm in the Vulgate - known as the De Profundis. I found solace in the words, “from the depths I cry to
you Lord; Lord please hear my cries. More than just gaining solace from these words some 35 years ago, I had
applied them again to find some peace about Amanda as well. It was always the sung Latin of the psalm, with its
earthy sound, which resonated with me the most: De profundis clamavi ad te, Domine, Domine, exaudi vocem
meum…
So, I went to sleep on Saturday night, and I had a dream. In the dream I’m asked if I have any kids and I answer,
“I have a son named Declan”. In the dream, I was cognizant of the fact that I just answered this in the slightly
awkward style I’d observed when people who’ve lost a child answer that question. I knew I had a daughter
named Amanda, but I knowingly didn’t mention her. Why?
On Sunday morning, we went to Mass. I was certainly disturbed from my dream of the night before, so I was a
bit distracted. As the Mass progressed and we got to the Psalm, I heard the words, “de profundis clamavi ad
te…”. I was startled as if someone called my name in a place where I didn’t expect it. First the dream, then this;
where is this going?
Then it came, the Gospel reading of the day was Matthew 9:18-26 where Jesus is approached by Jairus the
synagogue official that …”my daughter has just died; but come and lay Your hand on her, and she will live.” As
he arrives at the Funeral Jesus says, “stand back” she is not dead but merely sleeping. He is ridiculed by the
crowd, but he raises the girl.
It’s particularly interesting that Matthew’s version of the story, which appears in all the synoptic gospels,
simplifies the story such that the single line “she is not dead, but sleeping” seems more prominent. I was
stunned. While walking from the church, I turned to Nancy and said, with more confidence as a Christian than I
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have ever said anything, “The Holy Spirit just spoke to me. He told me I cannot quit on Amanda”. I think God is
saying, she is my child whom you were to steward for a time, now get back on that horse!
I got back on that horse, and I girded my loins for the battle. Amanda’s diseased mind had turned her away from
me. She had gotten worse, but I continued to petition her cure to the cause of Ven. Gallo, and I waited. Three
days later, Amanda had a miraculous reaction to the DBT treatment offered at Silver Hill and asked that I would
come visit with her mother. The first visit had its awkward moments, but as we walked a footpath ahead of my
mother and my wife Nancy, I knew I had my baby back; it was as if that path was a symbolic path back into our
old life together, where we resonated. I could feel, right in that moment, that we were connected like we used
to be. It was palpable. I found out later that while Nancy was behind us, she made the comment, to my mother,
that we were like two peas of a pod. So, we were. And so, we are.
I don’t know how effective DBT would have proven for Amanda in the end; borderline is a disorder with a high
suicide rate and few treatment options, although DBT has been proven effective for some. In any case, that walk
on the footpath was the beginning of eight weeks of a family we hadn’t had in 5 or 6 years. Amanda was loving;
all was calm. She was hopeful about the therapy she had at Silver hill. We all had a peaceful thanksgiving meal at
the hospital. Christmas and New Years in Manhasset were blissful. For Christmas, Amanda gave us each a
special, highly-sentimental gift which touched our hearts; each one had an inscription referencing forever,
remember, always. You can see an image of Nancy’s gift on the back of one of our pamphlets. It came with the
inscription, Close to me: near or far, always close to me; is this a coincidence? Over the next week we talked
every day.
I spoke to Amanda by phone on Wednesday evening for an hour. We talked about her therapy, her medications,
her drug abuse and her future. We agreed, we disagreed, but we planned together. The end of that conversation
was her signing off with “OK thanks for everything. I love you daddy”. Those would be the last words I ever
heard from my baby.
On Tuesday, Nancy had her own conversation about other aspects of Amanda’s life and therapy that ended with
Amanda asking, “what do you think mom”? Nancy has never been happier with a question in her life. We asked
over and over for her to come home to NY, she kept demurring. She didn’t reject with anger like before, but she
wasn’t quite there.
On January 11th, I had an early morning text from Amanda. It opened a conversation where she was hopeful with
her plans. She even signed off with a willingness to come home for her psychiatry visits. This was big. This was
the moment. Excitedly, I pounded-out a text; I told her that she was really doing what she needed to do. Sure,
this is a thousand-mile journey, but Amanda now recognized her illness, accepted the therapy and was taking
ownership of the process. We were on the path. Each thousand-mile journey begins with a single step; we had
taken three.
I would find out later that the thousand-mile journey would never be walked on earth. 10 minutes after that
hopeful message that she would come home for psychiatry, she took an accidentally lethal dose of drugs and
became the latest victim of the Fentanyl genocide. The call came at 6:19 PM on January 11; our lives now
changed forever.
We were devastated. We were in shock. So much so, that I couldn’t see what God had done; in my grief I missed
the plan. What about the thousand miles? What about the healing? Was God listening? Does Ven. Gallo care?
We never became angry, however, nor did we question God’s love for us. This was a grace. 12 hours later, I was
at morning Mass as I always was, but my genuflection before the Sacrament was different, as was the Mass.
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Neither will ever be the same. That morning, I felt a closeness to God that I had never felt before. He was
drawing me in. Poor Fr. Jiha was shocked when I asked him to celebrate that Mass for Amanda, but he knew
what a consolation it would be; this was what we needed. We said yes, and God was responding. We knew this
was happening within his divine plan, so like Mary in The Pieta, we had to trust that He would bring good even
from this event, so shrouded in evil.
Fr. Anthony Refalo would tell me months later that something in my genuflection in those early days was
noticeable. I was hardly surprised. God was drawing me closer. Nancy was having a similar reaction. She would
come to me later to say that she’d lost her fear of death – so complete was her trust in the Almighty, now that
she knew he had Amanda in His embrace.
Thankfully, we spoke to Fr. Peter Duganzic, pastor of Blessed Sacrament in Valley Stream, on that Friday; Father
is a hugely influential and important spiritual guide in my life, and very dear to Amanda. He told me, without any
hesitation, that God willed to take her on January 11, and He offered that eight weeks as a gift for you, Amanda,
Nancy and Declan. Of course, it was. In fact, I like to think that He offered the gift to Amanda to give to us of her
own free will. At Christmas, she chose to give it.
On that very first morning, as I gave all my grief over to The Father, I had a vision of The Pieta and Mary’s most
difficult fiat. Of all her patronages, first among bereaved parents is the one which means the most to us now.
When I shared my Pieta-based vision with Fr. Jude, he offered to add a specific word to my meditation – trust.
Yes, Mary trusted; we too will trust. Amanda’s casket was selected for the four bronze Pieta’s on the corners,
and pictures and replicas of The Pieta are placed all around our home as a reminder.
Mary, bereaved parent, Mary trusting in The Father, Mary of the Pieta, Pray for us who have recourse to thee.
I only realized several days later that Amanda passed on the very birthday of Father Gallo, the venerable I had
commended her case to eight weeks earlier. This was pointed out by our friends Kathleen and Seamus, who
entered our living Hell like Beatrice and Virgil to Dante, pointing the way to mount Purgatory, and past.
Amanda’s death on Ven Gallo’s birthday was a sign, we call it a miracle, brought about by our prayer devotion
and pointed out by spiritual assistants; guides who were sent into our lives many years earlier, when I met
Kathleen and Seamus for the first time.
In the coming days, we would be blessed to know William and Adele Gallo and their family. Bill and his brother
Arnold are the nephews of Venerable Gallo, and Bill has developed a great expertise in causes of saints, as he
spent years as administrator of his uncle’s cause. Originally, this evening was part of a three-lecture series
including Bill Gallo speaking on causes of saints, and the specific cause of his uncle. We couldn’t get that
together in time, but Fr. Saffron was gracious enough to let us reschedule this talk to a time after Easter. Please
look-out for the date and please attend if you can. Bill and his nephew Michael will give a compelling talk, and
they always bring great pastries as well.
In the past year, Bill has taught us a true understanding of saints, and we have prayerfully made this
understanding deeply personal. Why has God ordained this practice of veneration of saints? It’s because they
are us, but in heaven! Since Nancy and I have entered the world of bereavement, we hear a lot about angels.
Angelology becomes very important to the bereaved, especially bereaved-parents, because our bereavement
drives a desire to keep those passed-on in our lives in a very active way.
The common, secular idea of angels is that they are heavenly creatures who are all around us; in many cases,
believing they are our dearly departed come back to us in a spiritual form. The community of bereaved-parents
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is missing something by largely adopting this secular understanding, however. Our beloved dead cannot be
“angels”, they must be saints, or eventual saints, because they are us. I can’t count the number of times we have
been told, “you have an angel in heaven”, even from Catholics. “No”, is my standard response, “we have much
better, we have a saint in heaven.”
I’ll say more on saints next week, and Bill Gallo will say so much more when he comes. Suffice to say that God
ordained this concept of “The Communion of Saints” so that we would have our own kind in heaven. Yes, Jesus
the God-Man is also like us in our human form, but not in Original Sin. We, the sinners saved by Christ, make up
the Church: The Church Militant, which is us, still here fighting the good fight, The Church Suffering, or the term I
prefer, the Church Expectant; the grateful souls in Purgatory, and The Saints, The Church Triumphant; those of
us who’ve passed-on, and are living out the promise of eternal life. All they want is for us to join them as well;
they’re already overjoyed that the souls in purgatory are saved. For this reason, these saints advocate and pray
for us with the full power of their divinization.
Does God need saints? Why doesn’t He just hear and answer our direct prayers and be done with it? Because
He’s pleased with our sticking together and our love for one another. Christ says this several times: we must love
each other as ourselves (cf. Mt 22:39, Mt 19:19, Mk 12:31). This is what the saints are doing in their heavenly,
purified and perfected form; loving us as themselves. Their prayers are a sweet aroma floating up to The Father
like incense at Mass.
Over the next several days, we would start to feel some hope. We would also feel the emptiness expanding as
the reality set in, but the hope persisted. It’s hard to explain how devastating grief and hope can live in the same
heart, but they can. Our hearts weren’t looking for anything but grief; we wanted no consolation in those early
days. Yet, our faith told us that Amanda will be in heaven, so we know there’s hope. Hope is intrinsic in God’s
promise, and it’s something we can count on.
The days went on and the signs continued:
• Amanda dies on the birthday of Fr. Gallo to whom I’d commended her healing
• Amanda is buried the day before her beloved March for Life; ready to join her little babies in Heaven
• Our dear family friend, Fr. McDermott, happens to be a visiting scholar at Seton Hall in NJ that semester.
Otherwise, his responsibilities as a professor in Detroit’s Major Seminary would have likely left him
unable to attend. He was the lead celebrant for her funeral Mass
• Another dear friend, Fr. Anthony Refalo, arrived from Malta that weekend; Father and I have a special
connection, and he loved Amanda very much. What a blessing that he was able to concelebrate her
funeral Mass
We are believing Christians, so we unapologetically say these signs are breadcrumbs on a path, and that path is
the universal call to holiness.
Then came the outpouring of love. Nancy and I had no idea what was coming. We heard countless stories of
Amanda’s capacity for love. We were amazed by the selflessness we heard described, and we lost count of the
lives saved from overdose, suicides or abortions. The love she had for vast numbers of people is just hard to
fathom. There were so many. We were so blessed and humbled that so many of her school friends traveled
from so far to come and honor Amanda. It would be ludicrous to suggest that their words, and their sobbing
with pain of loss, were done for our benefit. No, she touched each of them, even as her own pain was becoming
unbearable. Fiat!
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Then, there was the group who came from Lancaster, PA. These beautiful young people are struggling with
various mental health ailments, and addiction. Each one told us a story of Amanda’s deep well of love, and each
one felt special because she loved them. I say, she loved them because they are special. This is what she did: she
found a good heart and she poured forth from her font of love. I begged these young people – and I pray they
heed the request – to keep that special feeling, and to honor her with their sobriety.
I would be remiss to leave it at that. So, here comes the evil. We must recognize that there was a devastating
manifestation of Amanda’s illness which was in fact central to her demise. For all of Amanda’s ability to see the
good in a heart and draw that person into her life, there was an obsession with having a series of dark agents
kept way too close for comfort. They seemed to arrive serially, one-at-a-time, and she was never completely
free of their influence. All three of these people had a certain edge, a peculiar vibe; maybe we were sensing the
influence of the evil one. We pray for their deliverance from his steely grip.
Was this a high-risk thrill? A desire to save these people who formed the darkest element? A self-destructive
pattern? In the end, we’ll never know. Neither will we ever know whether this vexing and deadly symptom
would have ever responded to treatment. This is the reality of acute mental illness: people suffer, and people
die. What made Amanda so unique was her willingness to totally give herself to others while she searched for
her own cure in vain. Her fiat was to continue reflecting God’s love despite her affliction.
Let me close with some comments about the Church, our blessed Catholic Church, founded by our Savior
Himself, and what Holy Mother Church did for us is the immediate aftermath of our loss. Within 24 hours, the
parish Consolation Ministry was at our door to make arrangements. One of the team who had been an
acquaintance for some time, introduced us to a woman who’d lost her son a year before. She told us that this
woman had no anger in her heart, just like us, and had thrown herself under the protection of our heavenly
father.
She came as advertised. Christine taught us that our child will always be with us, as long as we stay close to God,
since God’s loving embrace is where our afflicted children now reside. She encouraged me to eulogize Amanda
and showed up at the church to strengthen me. That eulogy, much of which you heard tonight, was the
beginning of our reconnecting with Amanda in a different way. Christine is a daily part of our life now.
Then there was Father McDermott’s homily. One of the top-ranking theologians in his field in the world, Father’s
homily was personal and touching. To see the celebrant, this great theologian, moved by his love for our family,
was an encouragement to all who attended. Father’s comment about children, that “they break your heart, the
hardness of your heart, so that it expands beyond itself as Jesus’ heart was broken in love for us” was the
perfect way to show how God brings goodness from evil, from despair, from all forms of suffering.
I promise you that the total shattering of our hearts was indeed the fulfillment of father’s words. Our hearts are
so full of love now, it can be overwhelming at times. I thought I loved Nancy, I thought I loved Declan, and I
thought I loved my neighbor, but I had no idea how much more love was possible. Next week, we’ll discuss an
experience we had with a Dominican friar from Medjugorje and what he said of the Virgin Mary’s love for us.
We’ll also discuss more of what our priests did for us, as well as our family and neighbors.
We have certainly come to accept the reality, and to thankfully accept God’s consoling graces. Yes, Amanda is
gone, but she spent her last weeks in life happy and full of hope; she spent them immersed in the love of her
father, mother and brother. We continue to honor her in the most powerful way possible; by remembering her
acute suffering as we memorialize our Lord’s sacrifice on Calvary. We offer her innocent suffering to join his on
The Cross.
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Thank you so much for joining us and for being a part of our spiritual journey. Next week, we’ll expand the
discussion of Amanda’s suffering, and share with you the 13 months of constant consolations by our Lord.
Blessed be God in all His designs.
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So much of my talks and presentations may seem to focus on my perspective since I’m the one telling the
stories. My wife Nancy likes to say that “he does all the talking and I do all the crying”. The truth is, we both do
plenty of both, and I hope you’ll hear Nancy’s faithful voice in these next 30 minutes, because her’s is the real
voice of strength. How she keeps going after losing the fruit of her womb, is beyond me. All I can say is that I love
her more than words can express, and I thank God for putting us on this journey together. God bless you my
love.
On Saturday, January 13th of 2018, we had a call from Fr. Bob Romeo, our Pastor. I was a bit startled when he
said to me, “Michael, don’t concern yourself with praying right now.” He continued, “You probably can’t pray,
but don’t worry. Your job now is to gather Nancy and Declan and survive.” Finally, he said, “…as for prayers, we,
your parish community, have that covered for you for now. Just promise me that you will gather your family and
grieve while we pray for Amanda and for all of you. We are here for you, and you can call on us to do anything
you need, but mostly we are carrying you in prayer.”
Good evening and thank you for joining us. My name is Michael Gray, and I’m joined by Nancy, my wife of 31
years, our loving and devoted son Declan and, as always when I’m in the proximity of The Sacrament, our loving
daughter Amanda, who passed-away from Fentanyl poisoning last year. By “Fentanyl poisoning”, we mean to
say that Amanda is one of the latent victims of the so-called, and totally mischaracterized, “Opioid Crisis”. Please
see our website at www.actus.org for a cogent explanation of the Opioid Crisis, the advocacy we’re doing to get
the truth out, as well as our view of the broken-down behavioral health system in America.
I appreciated, but was startled by fathers’ words, but I started to realize what he was actually saying. Truth is,
we weren’t getting very much of what people were saying to us in those days, but the startling but touching
message from Fr. Romeo did stick. He wasn’t actually saying “don’t pray”; he was saying don’t worry about
getting on your knees and saying the Our Father, or the mysteries of The Rosary. What he was in fact saying was
that our “survival” as he called it, was, in-and-of-itself, a prayer. And indeed, it was.
I can-not express to you the true power of your promise of communal prayer for a brother or sister who is
suffering crippling grief like the loss of a child. So, let me state clearly, and unequivocally, as I begin, that your
prayers matter more than you can imagine. And that these prayers, and the extending of Christ’s love, matter
more than all the casseroles or chicken parmigiana you can bake for the bereaved. Not that people in grief don’t
appreciate the Marys and the Marthas of our grieving, but please pray, pray, pray for those who need it.
One of the many graces we’ve been blessed with in this journey is to see the value of prayer.
In fact, I often wonder just how confident we Christians truly are in our prayer life. Do we really, truly believe in
the power of prayer, and truly trust in God’s providence? Jesus sure did, and all the evangelists took note of it:
Matthew tells us how Jesus prayed in his moments of anguish: “He fell with his face to the ground and prayed”,
while in the garden; clearly in the presence of His father in heaven (cf. Mt. 26:39). Matthew later tells us that, in
his final moment of agony, Jesus recalls the Psalmist’s prophecy of his sacrifice (cf. Ps 22) with the words “Eloi,
Eloi, lama sabachthani, My God, My God, why has thou forsaken me?” (cf. Mt 27:46 and Mk. 15:34). He was still
praying on the cross!
Mark says of Christ that “Very early in the morning…Jesus got up, went off to a solitary place, where he prayed
(cf. Mk 1:35). This prayer comes the day after he had expelled many demons; and was done in preparation for a
day of preaching since “that is why he had come” (cf. Mk 1:38). Clearly, Jesus used prayer to energize himself for
his work. Mark later tells us that “…while they were eating, Jesus took bread, gave thanks and broke it” (cf. Mk
14:22).
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Sts. Luke and John also see the importance of Jesus’ prayer life. Luke says that “Jesus often withdrew to lonely
places and prayed (cf. Lk 5:16). Moreover, Luke says that when Christ was “in anguish he prayed more earnestly
(cf. Lk 22:44).
St. John introduces us to Jesus’ long prayer of praise and confidence in the Father. Praying for all believers,
culminating in his promise to Him that he will “continue to make You known in order that the love you have for
me may be in them, and that I myself may be in them” (cf. Jn 17:20-26).
Notice that in most of these examples, Jesus retires in private to pray, and he directs us to do that same, lest we
become “like the hypocrites, who, “love to pray…only to be seen by others” (cf. Mt 6:5). Jesus’s example shows
us that prayer in private shows true confidence in prayer; a confidence that, “your Father, who sees what is
done in secret, will reward you” (cf. Mt 6:6)
I often wonder about those monks, missionaries or various lay ministries who come and take over father’s
homily on a given Sunday; they tell their story and ask for support. In summary, they always make one common
remark, don’t they? “First and foremost,”, they always say, “we need your prayer”.
This is a positively required, if even ceremonial, preface to asking for the various forms of temporal support that
they require as well, and I’m sure we’d be disturbed if they didn’t use this preface. I wonder however, do we
really believe this remark and live it? Have we sometimes given some form of temporal support, and forgotten
about the prayer? Do we ever jump right past the prayer; so moved by their selfless work, that we go right to
consideration of how much we can afford to give? I wonder if sometimes even the presenter him or herself
really believes that prayer is “first and foremost”, or do they simply make the ceremonial request and
immediately move-on to the “real” needs?
I think we get caught-up in the world at times, and forget that Jesus’ admonition to pray is really an admonition
to trust God’s providence, when he says, “be not solicitous therefore, saying what shall we eat... for your Father
knoweth that you have need of all these things” (cf. Mt 6:31-32).
Please pray; for prayer brings the power of God’s will, which is all good and loving, into situations in need of
remedy or intervention. Begin there, and end there, and you’ve done all you can.
In that spirit, and with humility, we ask, first and foremost, for your prayers, as we begin in the name of the
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.
Last week we talked about our family’s prayer devotion to Venerable Gallo and the sign that we received in the
form of Amanda dying on Venerable Gallo’s birthday. That sign was merely an underscore for the miracle which
God had willed to come from that devotion. Of course, this miracle is only a miracle to those of us who
experienced it, namely Nancy, Declan, me and our family.
For many reasons, our miracle is not something which could be considered canonically appropriate to discuss
within the context of Venerable Gallo’s cause. Canonically speaking, our miracle would be a divine intervention;
a miracle is a different thing altogether. We believe however, that miracles are meant to encourage the faith of
their witnesses. Whether that experience is meant for one person, or the Church Universal, is a question for the
congregation of Causes of Saints and has little impact on the miracle’s effect in our family’s life.
So, what happened? I already discussed the manifestation of the miracle last week; it was the total, sudden and
inexplicable remission of symptoms for eight weeks. Much more than just an easing of Amanda’s internal pain
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for that period, the remission was a chance to heal some wounds, repair estranged relationships, and prepare
for a separation in a way where all guilt and self-recriminations could be overcome. It’s difficult to express what
a gift this was, without some discussion of the context of Amanda’s illness.
Like so many diseases, Borderline Personality Disorder, or BPD, is an affliction which impacts the whole family.
All become sufferers, but it’s important to note that despite the very real suffering of the entire family, the
afflicted person is suffering something specific, unique and utterly torturous.
When one hears this diagnosis, they may have something of a visceral reaction to the term “borderline” in the
name. Such a word can cause one to think of the diagnosis as on the “borderline” of truly sick or not.
Unfortunately, our family unconsciously held that view in the beginning, which may have left our daughter
under-treated for a time. For this reason, we believe that any article, discussion, or reference to the disease
should clarify the actual reason this word appears in the naming of the disorder.
Within the clinical diagnosis of Borderline Personality Disorder, the term borderline does not indicate any
specific level of chronicity of the disease, acuteness of the diagnosis, or intensity of symptoms. The word
borderline simply refers to the fact that the clinical symptoms can present as both neurotic and psychotic in
nature. Thus, BPD, existing as it does on the “border” between neurosis and psychosis, is termed Borderline
Personality Disorder.
Perhaps the more operative word in the diagnosis for those trying to understand the seriousness, is the term
“Personality”. Disorders of the personality are intrinsic to the victim’s outlook and perception. It’s not a
transitory mood or episode which can be treated medically with any consistent effectiveness. Therefore, in the
final analysis, BPD is a terrible a diagnosis when severe. Until recently, professionals – who wouldn’t be
misdirected by an inaccurate assessment of the disease due to its name – viewed BPD with great fatalism, due
to the limited treatment options and the fact that the psychiatric system disproportionally saw the very worst
cases. In recent times, there’s more hope offered for these suffering souls with the advent of behavioral therapy
techniques, such as Marsha Linehan’s (U Washington) life-saving Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT). Even so,
many professionals retain a fatalistic view and thus refuse to treat BPD sufferers, further limiting their treatment
options.
The intrinsic impulsivity of these victims puts their lives at risk every minute of every day as they routinely opt
for high-risk behaviors due to improper regulation of certain brain functions (specifically, regulation provided by
the interaction of the amygdala and prefrontal cerebral cortex). Therefore, irrespective of the acuteness of the
individual, their lives are continuously at grave risk due to extreme behaviors.
Such was the case for our Amanda. After years of unrelenting suffering, she had lost faith in a broken-down and
inadequate mental-health system. To regulate her symptoms, she sought illicit drugs for self-medication. In
doing so, her lack of impulse control (a classic BPD symptom), caused her to disregard the risk of death due to
the unregulated nature of illicit street drugs. This danger would ultimately claim her life on January 11, 2018,
even though she spent the last eight weeks of her life happier than we had seen her in years. We’d found a
hospital where she was thriving, and she was reacting well to DBT. Was this the miracle we refer to? In a way,
yes. Although, you may ask how is it that a miracle includes the death of a 24-year-old. I’ll explain that in just a
moment. First, let me talk a bit about affliction, suffering and God’s mercy.
Having experienced so many clear signs of God’s gentle hand in our life, weeks after Amanda died, I looked back
to see the meditation for the day in Magnificat Magazine, which I use for daily Mass attendance. Magnificat is
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one of many publications available which provide the propers for the daily and Sunday Mass, but I like the
editing of this periodical the most. Fr. Cameron, O.P. gathers remarkably stimulating meditations each day.
Anyway, weeks later, I looked back to the meditation for January 11, the day Amanda died, and saw yet another
message from our Lord. It was a meditation by a woman named Simone Weil, a French Philosopher who died in
1945. She clearly suffered from some form of Mental Illness, as well as various physical illnesses. Ms. Weil,
commenting on Mark 1:40-45 – the healing of the leper – writes,
The Affliction of the Leper
In the realm of suffering, affliction is a thing apart, specific, irreducible. It is wholly
different than simple suffering. Affliction grips the soul and marks it to the depths
with a mark belonging only to itself: the mark of slavery ....
Affliction is the uprooting of life, a more or less protracted equivalent to death, rendered irresistibly
present in the soul by impairment or the immediate apprehension of physical
agony ....
The grand enigma of human life is not suffering, but affliction.... But it is
astonishing that God has given affliction the power to take hold of the very souls of
innocents and to seize them as their sovereign master. In the best case, the one
marked by affliction only keeps half his soul...
When compassion truly produces itself, it is a miracle more astonishing than
walking on water, healing the sick or even the resurrection of the dead ....
Affliction hardens and discourages because it imprints the depths of the soul-like
a branding iron-with contempt, disgust, and even repulsion of oneself.
All innocent beings in affliction feel themselves cursed ....
Another effect of affliction is to render the soul its accomplice, little by little,
injecting the poison of inertia into it. Anyone who has been afflicted long enough
becomes an accomplice to his own affliction. This complicity hinders every effort
they attempt towards improving their lot; they go to the point of preventing
themselves from even searching for a way to be delivered, sometimes even to the
point of preventing the desire for deliverance ....
Sometimes it is easy to deliver the afflicted from their present affliction, but it is
difficult to liberate them from their past affliction. Only God can do it. Yet the grace
of God himself does not heal the nature of the irredeemably wounded here below.
Even the glorified body of Christ bore the wounds.
For those of us whose hearts are broken watching a loved-one suffer a true affliction, we can rest assured that
this affliction acts as purgation of the consequence of their own sin. Suffering, as Bill Gallo said, “an illness they
didn’t create [a pretty good definition of affliction] for sin they didn’t commit”. This means that we can pray
their sins are rectified and purged. For this reason, the afflicted may attain the Beatific Vision of heaven straightaway, without need of Purgatory. We are completely convinced of this in Amanda’s case.
Back to our miracle. You know that Amanda was largely relieved of her affliction for eight weeks. She used that
time to sort out her affairs and to do something incredibly gracious for her parents.
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From early in their lives, our children were taught that the fourth commandment – honor thy father and mother
(cf. Ex 20:12) – was intended not for the parents, but for the children; for by honoring your parents, you are
acting in accordance with the natural order. The truth is, we taught them, that parenting is the closest thing
humans get to unconditional love. This means that our love and care for our children requires no specific
response; no praise nor any thanks, on their part. All we ask is that they accept the love offered.
Amanda had long expressed her understanding of this in a way that may seem counterintuitive. Knowing her
illness was an ugly thing to see, and having a beautiful, loving nature which was very real, it was this latter,
beautiful side she showed to most, while keeping her illness confined to a small dark part of her life. Along with
the dark characters she symptomatically clung to – those clearly influenced by the evil one and even responsible
for her death – she exposed the darkness to us as well. This was her way of showing trust in our unconditional
love. We always felt that being in this dark circle was a form of suffering for us, but something of a gift as well.
We believe that the most important thing Amanda did with her eight weeks, was to gently place us outside that
inner circle of darkness. We saw, in those weeks, the Amanda that everyone else always saw. Of course,
Amanda loved us and showed us that side of herself very often especially in the years before she became so ill,
but something was different this time. We’re convinced that she had some unconscious understanding that her
disease was ultimately fatal, and the time was coming. What happened to Amanda was clearly accidental, but
some symptom of her disease was going to get her soon, and we think she had some foreknowledge. What she
did by placing us outside the dark circle was to let her life with us end where it began: in love. What a gift.
Thanks be to God for his mercy!
In ruminating on this incredible series of events, we’d developed a conviction that all of this was part of God’s
providence, but the miracle at the center would come into focus later; at the funeral, and, not surprisingly, from
the words of the great professor, theologian, and loving and devoted friend of our family, Michael McDermott,
S.J. In his homily, father made the self-evident but often overlooked observation that those resurrected by Christ
in the Gospels – Lazarus, the Widow of Nain’s son and Jairus’ daughter – all died again in the body. I don’t hear
anyone arguing that they’re still alive somewhere in Israel today.
So, what does this tell us? It tells us that Christ’s resurrections of these human bodies, while very real, were only
a metaphor for his resurrection on the last day. If he did this out of pity for the widow, for Jairus or for his dear
friends Martha and Mary, why did he only raise those three? He probably had hundreds of close friends who
died or had lost loved ones. What about Joseph himself? Didn’t he love his mentor and want to keep him
around? The resurrections were not done for emotional reasons, and they were not lasting.
Remember my comment that I “never wanted to hear about Amanda again”? What had I done with that
comment? I put Amanda into a kind of death; “dead to me” as it were. God gave us the hint of the Jairus story
the very next day, only to give us the rest of the story through Father’s homily. What I immediately realized as I
was staring, broken-hearted at Amanda’s casket, was that He did raise her like he did Jairus’ daughter. But, like
Jairus’s daughter it was never done as perpetual resurrection; it was done as a sign that the resurrection on the
last day is real. He was giving us a resurrection of a girl healthier than she’d been in a long time, who reconciled
everything with regard to us. But this was only a resurrection of her human body.
How long did Jairus’ daughter live? We don’t know. Maybe less than eight weeks. It didn’t really matter to
history, because what Christ was saying to Jairus, his family and all of us throughout history was, “see, I hold the
power over life and death, so my promise of resurrection on the last day is true”.
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THIS is what Christ said to us. Amanda was raised-up long enough to show us her love and God’s awesome
power, then taken from the world with the promise that she will live eternally. This short-term resurrection
helps us believe.
For me personally, that realization, happening as it did while gazing upon Amanda’s casket, left me with a lasting
grace. At the more than 10 funerals I’ve attended since Amanda’s, I look upon the casket with a muted, but very
real, sense of joy that this person is seeing Christ’s promise unfold before his or her eyes at that very moment.
My funeral grace is not shared by my loving wife Nancy, whose physical connection to her child remains too
strong for her to tolerate funerals well, but what we do share is the firm knowledge that God’s resurrection of
Amanda from my imposition of a certain kind of death, was done to validate His promise of eternal life for her.
We believe and are consoled.
In our clearest moments, we feel blessed that we could see that promise fulfilled for our child while we were still
alive. Lest I become too poetical, let me assure you that we didn’t volunteer for this, and we would certainly
rather not live out our lives as bereaved parents. And while we certainly do not wish our suffering on anyone
else, we promise you that if He ever calls one of your children home during your lifetime, He will offer ample
consolation, including an increase of your faith sufficient to have no doubt about eternal life. For this reason,
Nancy and I have completely lost all fear of death.
When I was able to look back several weeks later, Simone Weil’s meditation left me wondering about a
comment Fr. McDermott made to us as he arrived for the funeral. He told us that, “it’s reasonable for your
family to pray that Amanda’s earthbound suffering be sufficiently purgative of her sins that she is taken directly
to heaven.” Hearing that from a respected, orthodox theologian, left us looking for signs. These signs began
arriving in short order.
Ultimately, it’s really no consequence to us whether she’s in Heaven or Purgatory, since she’s saved in either
case. But the signs she’s sending us, by directly imploring God’s intervention, are encouraging and positive in all
cases. We interpret this as her looking out for us and praying for us, something that Thomas Aquinas says the
souls in Purgatory cannot do: We pray for them, not vice-versa (cf. Summa Theologiae Question 83.11.3).
Here are a just a few of the signs. There are too many to detail this evening, but I offer three of the most
powerful and timely. They’re recounted so that you can add them to your conviction that God’s providence
includes a constant care for our souls, especially when experiencing something which so deeply challenges our
sense of well-being and order.
Three weeks after Amanda passed, Nancy and I decided to attend a meeting of The Compassionate Friends,
which is a bereavement group dedicated to the bereaved parent. When the door closes for our meeting, every
person in the room has lost a child. Those of you spared of this grief may not understand the difference between
TCF and other bereavement groups, but the grief of the bereaved parent is profoundly different than any other
kind of grief, and TCF is invaluable to those suffering this grief. Please make note of the name should you come
across anyone who’s lost a child. You’ll be doing them a great service in introducing them to our group. We meet
in Rockville Center, but there’s one in Flushing as well.
When Nancy and I arrived at our first TCF meeting, just three weeks after Amanda’s passing, we immediately
wondered whether this was a good idea. The meeting room is decorated with the pictures, hundreds of pictures,
of happy moments with children now passed-on. Then, the meeting starts. Each person or couple in the room
introduces themselves: who they are, their child’s name, when they died and by what manner. This is grueling.
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There are 40-50 families who all tell of their tragedy; car accidents, suicides, overdoses, illnesses ranging from
sudden aneurysms to lingering, life-sucking cancer, accidental shootings and many others. We have a sub-group
for suicide, and another one for people who’ve lost all their children and are left to live out their lives without
any of the children they lovingly brought into the world. We were crashing in grief; Nancy was sobbing. We
thought about bailing out, as one of the other new couples did that night, but we hung on for some reason.
About 30 minutes into this, Nancy told me that she wanted some tea, and headed to the refreshment table
some 50 feet away. As she‘s there, I can see she’s captivated by a picture of a particular child on the
refreshment table. She picks up the picture and starts asking around to see who’s connected with this child.
When she’s directed to the correct person, she introduces herself. The woman has a brief look of joy, followed
by a look of horror, and the two of them leave the hall. I didn’t know where they went, or why.
Some 45 minutes later, they return, and Nancy introduces me to the woman asking me if I remembered when
Amanda went to visit a woman nine years ago whose son had committed suicide. I vaguely remembered, but
when the woman started into the detail, I remembered clearly. The boy had jumped in front of a train; who
could forget that.
Amanda was friends with this boy, a public-school student from Bellemore. But Amanda went to Catholic School
in Manhasset. How did they even know each other? Neither we, nor the boy’s parents know. Nine years earlier,
Amanda came home from school and asked Nancy to take her to Bellmore to see this woman; Nancy knowing
nothing about who the boy was or what happened. Emerging from the home 45 minutes later, Amanda showed
Nancy a picture of the boy on her cell phone. This was the same picture Nancy saw on the refreshment table; if
it was not literally the same photo, she never would have made the connection. It’s worth noting that it was not
the mother’s intention to bring that picture that night, but she couldn’t find the one she really wanted to bring.
The mother tells me the story of how Amanda showed up at her house nine years ago, in her school uniform,
prayed the Rosary with her, and left. She hadn’t heard of her again until that night. Her realization that Nancy
was Amanda’s mother explained the immediate joyful reaction, followed by the shock; if Amanda’s parents are
at this meeting…oh no! As this boy’s mother continued telling me the story, I was moved to say, “James did not
kill himself.”
Now, this woman has been laboring under the grief of her son’s suicide for nine years. My bold statement could
have been very upsetting, but it didn’t come from me. I was moved to say it. Indeed, the facts of the case made
suicide an unrealistic conclusion. I’ll skip the details, but what the boy did was irresponsible and led to his death,
but it certainly wasn’t suicide.
We went outside and I told Nancy about the exchange. She then told me another detail of her ride with Amanda
nine years ago which she hadn’t told me before: When Amanda got in the car, she showed her the picture, then
said, “mom, James did not kill himself.” These were the exact same words I used that night.
At the next meeting, this mother introduced herself and said that her son died from, “uh, well, we used to say
suicide, but it appears maybe not” We now knew why we came to that meeting, so much earlier-than-most, in
our grief process. That mother needed to hear Amanda’s message that night, and we needed to hear about
Amanda compassionately praying a Rosary to console a grieving mother.
Almost three months after Amanda died, I was having a really bad day. I don’t mean sadness and tears – those
are actually good days. The bad days are the nothing days – no feelings, black. These are the days when your
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faith is weak and you’re pulling away from God. If he doesn’t reach his hand to you like he did for Peter in
Matthew 14:31, we simply sink to our doom, as Peter had begun to do.
I awoke that morning with the distinct feeling that I didn’t want to live. I went to Mass and was completely
disconnected. Bill Gallo would tell me later that day that he was very concerned for me when he saw me at
Mass. I came home to hear Nancy crying on the phone, talking to her sister. I sat down to make a notation in my
journal but didn’t want to write. I looked at my Bible, but I didn’t want to read. At that point my computer pings
with a message. It’s from a boy who was friends with Amanda in College whom I’d never heard of. This is what
he said,
Dear Mr. Gray:
My name is Andrew and I am a friend of Amanda’s from Belmont Abbey. Firstly, I want to offer my
condolences for the loss of such a bright light. Amanda was a great friend, always willing to listen and
fight for those lucky enough to be her friend. She is and will continue to be missed by so many.
Secondly, I am contacting you to thank you for your witness of faith in the Eulogy written for her. Her life
story has been channeled to bring others closer to God through your witness, and I believe she is already
at work interceding for us all.
By the grace of God, I’ve been able to tackle my own struggles, afflicted with the daily reminder of a TBI
received in a car accident back in 2012 and the subsequent detachment from my own parents. I
struggled with substance abuse throughout that time.
I share this with you because I’m sure she is already at work interceding for others in the presence of
God. One sign of this is that through this sharing of your witness of faith, a culmination of signs and
events in the final months of your time with her - I have been able to deepen my relationship with my
own father and reconnect after the distance created by my condition and substance abuse. Though I
have been clean for some time now, my father and I had never had the opportunity, or the drive, to
discuss openly the divide.
After reading the Eulogy, I understood how critical a reconciliation was - and after sharing with him, he
was deeply moved. (Myself being as strong willed as Amanda, him preferring tough love - our story so
similar) Now I have moved back home and we are doing weekly nights of recollection and attending
Tridentine mass together. I attribute this largely to your sharing of Amanda’s story. In remembrance of
her, I’ve made it a daily commitment to remain clean and to love unconditionally. I’ve also made a more
genuine move to receive the sacraments on a frequent basis. Your witness of faith and Amanda’s story
have impacted such a powerful change in my life - and I wanted to thank you for that.
I know that no amount of words will bring Amanda back, but I hope knowing the effect that her story has
had on others (surely there are many like myself) will bring comfort and strengthen your hope.
God bless you and your family sir – Andrew.
This boy was moved enough to come from six hours away for Amanda’s anniversary Mass a year later. At the
end of the Mass, I asked if he would come to the house. He said he couldn’t because he had a family dinner to
attend and had to return immediately. He came six hours each way, just for the one-hour Mass; I guess she’d
touched him.
I spent 4 months holding onto a specific psalm reading for Amanda’s gravestone. It appeared in a Mass in
February, a month after her passing. I immediately thought this is the one we wanted, although the translation
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needed some work. Nancy agreed. Consulting with Fr. McDermott on my translation, it took us months to design
the stone and settle the psalm verse, which was Psalm 116, verses 10 and 15.
We finally had it ready to go by her birthday, which was the day after her 6-month anniversary. I sent the psalmquote on the anniversary date and asked the monuments people to begin fabrication. The next morning, on her
birthday, we attended Mass in The Belmont Abbey Basilica where she went to school. As Benedictines, these
monks chant the entire Mass. At the Communion Antiphon, they sang a quote from Matthew’s Gospel which I
saw and followed in Magnificat, but they followed with another verse.
As soon as Mass ended, I chased down Br. Elias and asked him why they kept singing after the antiphon, which
was the proper for the day. He explained that the cantor often does that – adding a phrase where he thinks it
would sound nice. He said he would have just done that impromptu this morning. I explained that this verse,
Psalm 116:10, was just ordered yesterday for our daughter’s gravestone, a student from The Abbey who died six
months earlier. Imagine that – of all of the Bible from Genesis to revelation – the cantor chose that exact verse
on that exact morning. Br. Elias commented, “well, I guess she liked what you picked”, followed by a more
serious tone in which he said, “that was a gift for you, take it and be consoled.”
The next day, I sent a note telling the story to the boy who sent me the note on my dark day. He told me he had
just been thinking about me as he was coming out of Eucharistic Adoration.
Those are great stories, aren’t they? But now, let me map-out something really amazing for you. I told you last
time that Amanda was not the best for keeping the practice of the faith. There were three acts of piety which we
required when our children were young, and Amanda pushed-back hard against all of them. In her defense,
none of these were required practices, like Sunday obligation or confession.
What were they?
1) The Rosary – the center of the story of James, and the suicide that wasn’t
2) The Tridentine Mass – around which the boy and his father reconciled in Amanda’s memory
3) Eucharistic Adoration – from whence that same boy was coming when I shared the divine sign of the
gravestone.

Having lived through the noise and rebellion these practices generated from Amanda throughout her
life, we don’t dismiss the significance of these three acts of piety being center of her communication
with us now.
There’s a delicious irony in Amanda being in Heaven and knowing God, while the parents who tore their hair out
trying to get her to practice her faith more diligently, are still going to Confession. We believe she’s telling us to
keep it up; that we’re on the right path, even if our vision is clouded a bit by the world and it troubles, which she
is now free of.
Now, for the Piece de resistance; the miracle in Amanda’s name. First, let me disclaim that Amanda is not saint
as per Holy Mother Church’s prescription for veneration by the Universal Church, nor are we looking to open a
cause for such sainthood. But, much like the miracle we attributed to Venerable Gallo, we privately believe she
is in heaven (which is a saint), and that God has provided a miracle in her name. This private belief is perfectly
proper. I offer it to you to make of it what you will.
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An old friend of Nancy’s and mine from our home town got back in touch after 35 years to tell us how moved
she was when she heard about Amanda, and how much she loved us after all these years. Her words were so
consoling. After several months of private messages of support, she went quiet for a time. She came back to tell
us that she was very upset and was unable to communicate for a while. It seems that her daughter’s marriage
had broken up after just a year. She immediately rebounded into another relationship, had gotten pregnant and
was planning to terminate the pregnancy.
She remembered Amanda’s dedication to the pro-life cause, and, convinced that Amanda was in heaven, asked
us if it would be OK to pray to her. Of course, it was, and we prayed along with her! Four days later (the exact
same time-period it took the Uncle Vincent miracle to happen), she wrote back that the young man came back
to take responsibility and they were having the baby together. We’ve spent the past two weeks ogling over
pictures of this gorgeous child. I do not exaggerate when I say gorgeous; she is really striking. I told our friend,
now a happy grandmother, that it’s as if God made this child extra-beautiful, just to make a point!
A miracle; and the part of the story where I think Nancy and I can say we’ll be OK. Amanda is watching over us
and God approves of it. Her love for us is alive and well, as she is basking in God’s glory and the love of her
fellow saints. What is that love like?
Nancy and I attended a lecture last year by the English-speaking priest for Medjugorje, Fr. Pereira, OP. Father
had experienced an audience with the Blessed Virgin while visiting Medjugorje many years before he’d
considered a vocation. He said that when one sees the Holy Mother, two things are clear: First, she looks at you
as if you are the only child ever born; there is no one but you for her to love at that moment. The second thing
he noted was that “she looks right past all of your defects and loves you for what you are. He said that this
action of hers causes a natural re-action to pull away – “I am not worthy of such love”. He said that she ignores
that silly human reaction and loves you in spite of yourself. He summed up his thought with the comment, “if
that is the Blessed Virgin’s love, which is still only a tiny reflection of the Father’s love, how unimaginable is
THAT love!”
As he was saying this, I felt Nancy – my partner in love and suffering, and a woman who’d lost her child only
weeks before – gently sobbing next to me. As I turned to her, she said, “that is the love Amanda is experiencing
now.”
In Summary, I offer all here tonight the same challenge I did at Amanda’s funeral:
• To love as completely and selflessly as Amanda Beatrice Rose Gray;
• To have the courage of conviction that she did when remaining staunchly pro-life as a young American
woman;
• To give of yourself to those in need as she did;
I further challenge all of us to remain strong in our convictions:
• Deny simple coincidence and look for God’s will in all curious happenings that you see;
• Deny false gods and keep focused on the Cross and the Sacrament; they form the only metaphysical
explanation which makes sense
We have the Cross.
We have the Eucharist.
We have God’s infinite love.
We need nothing else; all suffering will be consoled. Thank you.
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Biographical
Michael Gray is the CEO of Actus Analytical which develops spectroscopy solutions for public safety compliance
with federal/state regulations. Nancy Gray has spent her adult life dedicated to the loving care of her family.
The Grays are the parents of Declan Gray, 22, and Amanda Gray, who was killed by an overdose of straight
Fentanyl on January 11, 2018 at the age of 24. The Gray family battled with acute mental illness throughout
Amanda’s life, and substance abuse in the last 2 years before her passing.
Michael and his wife Nancy are advocates for solutions to treating the entirety of the overdose epidemic
problem in America, including the largely forgotten constituency of intermittent users. Most notable are the
acutely mentally-ill, who abuse opioids or other drugs (prescription and non-prescription) to the point of
addiction and death in their search for symptom relief from tragically under-treated diseases. The introduction
of Fentanyl into the supply stream means all aspects of illicit drug use must be considered to save lives, since
any single instance of illicit opioid use may lead to death. The time to see the threat as related only to addicts is
long past. Michael is a popular speaker, offering unique analyses and suggestions for creative solutions to a new
problem, i.e., an old problem with a recently altered paradigm. Michael walks participants through the murky
world of the drug problem clarifying the threat and dispelling myths.
The Grays also advocate for the mentally-ill, striving to deliver the message that mental illness is a disease the
entire family suffers, and suffers quite alone, as there are no well-worn paths to solutions available to those in
chronic states of mental illness. For all our success in medical science – treatment, patient care and advocacy –
our nation has left behavioral medicine in the stone age. Our practice of psychiatric care – diagnostic, treatment
and patient advocacy – is the ugly step-child hidden in the attic as the country proudly displays her medical
science wonders to the world.
In addition to advocacy, Michael Gray is offering his 30 years of professional expertise in the world of scientific
instrumentation as another element of his work on behalf of the victims of overdose. As the Interdict Law and
other legislative activity considers nascent technological advances in the ability to detect illicit drugs at the
street level, Michael Gray adds his professional expertise to that debate. With experience in the areas of
Infrared Spectroscopy and Mass Spectrometry, Michael will be participating in the deployment of portable
testing for narcotics at the field level as a means of confirming suspected illegal substances, in a manner which
protects the safety of First Responders.
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